The Why Series
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Why Movement? Why Running…?
Living Green Health is really focussed towards our greatest expression of health. Our
greatest expression of health by living our lives in an integral alignment and in
harmony with the interconnectedness systems within us, and those without us –
those that surround us: nature and the planet that we inhabit and depend upon.
So, why running? What’s running got to do with this model of ‘green living’?!

Why running?
Running is a brilliant teacher. And it maps onto this interconnected pattern in
fabulous ways.
Yes, it can teach us determination, perseverance and to focus on a future goal; edging
step by step – literally! - towards something to which we’ve committed. It teaches us
to commit!
Running also teaches us to step up to the challenge, to reach further and to dig
deeper than we thought we were ever capable of and it can bring us a huge amount of
simple satisfaction in doing just that. The satisfaction which is driven from the inside
(rather than some external markers, like following an exam…’oh you passed!’, or
even after a race, ‘well done, you finished!’).
The satisfaction comes from, ‘I achieved that. Me. I did that…and I even didn’t know
that I could!’
(We continue to reap this satisfaction until, of course, we start becoming blasé about
our achievements…and expect more and more from ourselves, over and over again!
Then running can become a source of frustration, keeping us at bay from what we
‘expect’ from ourselves…
Oh, how hard we are on ourselves…over and over again?!)

Being free
And because we don’t get paid to make the effort to get out there and start running –
in fact we invariably end up paying for the privilege (!?) – this self-driven, selfdetermined, ‘extra’ in our lives can offer us a means to escape the pressures of the
day to day, to strip away our stresses and to bring us back into our own sense of
balance.
(Until it tips us into imbalance, and we’re not longer able to rid ourselves of a bad
mood if – heaven forbid – we’re laid up and not able to run for a spell!)

And brilliant! Running offers us all of these things. It’s such a natural, fundamentally
free thing, and the movement, the rhythm, getting out in the fresh air are all essential
to fuelling our health.
*
And yet with most things that infiltrate western culture, they become corrupted in
some way…
It’s not just the shoes and the gadgets, and the extortionate race fees. Yes, it’s the
gadgets. And not just because they’ve turned this wholly natural activity in a money
pit.
But because they’ve taken away the most fabulous opportunity to connect with
ourselves.
And this is the greatest teaching that running offers…

Connecting to ourselves
Connecting to ourselves. Yes, connecting to running buddies for motivation, to being
a part of a running club for real camaraderie… Yes, to savouring the atmosphere and
being a part of some really big event; one essential element of the collective
experience. Yes, to all of that, but mostly the lessons are learnt connecting to
ourselves.
Connecting to the stuff that comes up (as it will when we’re in motion)…but only
when we’re unplugged from our mp3. Only when we give it our fullest attention, and
are prepared to let it bubble up to the surface, let it ruminate in our huffing and
puffing…allowing the tension in the hard stuff to ease…enabling the answers – our
inner answers – to rise up, as they will, when we allow them, in time to our running
rhythm...
Connecting to the feeling of moving. Connecting to the ease, or creating change in
our movement to create more ease! Connecting to our body – our home, our external
means of moving through our internal journey…
And also, yes connecting to what our injuries have to teach us! What messages do
they have for us; what needs to change…? (And not just the support in our trainers,
or learning how to ‘stretch’…)
But in our wholly connected world, what we experience is coming up for us; to show
us something…to enable us to realign with our greater knowing. Pain that arises is
there as a messenger, and it’s one of running’s most valuable assets, curiously
enough!
Not in the ‘no pain, no gain’ sense! In the ‘aha, pain: what’s going on here?’ sense.
What it is trying to tell me…to teach me?

But we’ll never hear it if we transfixed by strava, what pace we’re going and how fast
our heart is beating… (Amazing that we can track those things, they simply distract
us, not add to us.)

Hearing the messages
And we need quiet to hear the messages that running will bring to us, or to really
experience to powerful healing capacity of connecting, with awe, to nature’s presence
all around and to further our individual journey to freedom, and to take the impetus
– the tremendous potential - to create change in our own lives…
Even though this quiet solitude is essential for our health and for our balanced
health, in my experience the tremendous capacity that running offers us has always
been that improvement arises when we learn from, and are supported by, others.
By learning how to let go of held tensions and old patterns, and how to adopt new,
more effective and efficient, useful patterns…to facilitate empowered and positive
shifts in our lives. In our physical, and mental lives...

Running is the greatest conduit
The help, not only to deeply understand what our injuries are showing us, but also
how we understand ourselves and our connectedness. The connectedness to each
other, but also to the connectedness of our actions and reactions, our habits and our
behaviours.
Understand this and the reasons behind our motives, and we can start to heal some
of the patterns that have been keeping us in pain. (Those which running particularly
loves to bring up!) Be it physical or emotional pain, or in the mental chatter that
informs our experience…
Running can be a great conduit to get into the deeper nitty gritty about ourselves –
the stuff that we have to let go of in order to be most useful to our ourselves (and in
the world!).
How is how I see it and how teach it… as a means to connecting to our greatest
empowered space, fully expressed in body and mind.

Why Nutrition?
Oh my word. So much information…
Is going plant-based going to save the planet? Should I try keto to lose weight? Eat
raw. Eat right for your intolerances...
It’s exhausting.
And in among all of the information, what the nutrition chat always seems to lack is
talking about nourishment…
And frankly it’s the biggest oversight in the whole conversation because a calorie
count is never going to light up your heart.

Nourishing your soul
So what’s going to nourish your soul? It might be dancing around the living room like
a wild, free thing. It might be switching off Netflix and turning on some heartful
tunes instead, or to be washed over by an overture. Nourishment might be a simple
luscious, long white tea with vanilla…
It might be a brisk walk in the fresh autumn air, wrapped up until you warm up. It
might be relaxation on your mat (and that’s it!). It might be allowing a piece of 70%
to melt in your mouth, you flat out on the sofa…
It might be something so incredibly simple, that has nothing to do with food
whatsoever.
Because it’s not all about food. And yes it’s also about food…but food really is only
one part of being nourished.
What it is about is finding a deeper connection to what we really need. In the
moment. What’s sitting behind the almost insatiable desire to eat…? Do you need a
hug? Do you need to find someone to hug? Do you need to talk through your
trials…and to be heard? Do you…
Do we need to rethink about relationship to our energy input and our energy output?
Do we need to stop, and to properly ask ourselves what we need (rather than fuelling
ourselves for the sake of it, and because it’s ‘breakfast time’, or ‘time’ for lunch, or
dinner...).
Maybe we need to explore some of the deeper, underlying reasons that are fuelling
our choices of food.
Because all of the healthy choices in the world will be a futile struggle, if there’s a
different void that needs filling.

Solving the planet’s problems
Plant-based living can be great. If you’re eating a vigorous plentiful of greens and
colourful veg which are local, seasonal, picked as needed and not coated in layers of
chemicals…
Is plant-based living going to solve the planet’s problems? No, not by itself. Mass
mono-agriculture and flying even more produce around the world is not going to
change much. It will save a lot of animal lives though. But the planet will still be
being leached of her goodness this way…and the atmosphere plied with ever more
fossil fuels which, arguably, are supposed to stay in the ground.
On the other hand, a largely plant-based diet will certainly reduce the devastating
way in which we treat animals in the conveyor belt that is hideous factory farming.
And maybe we’ll find a greater sense of compassion towards all living things in that
way…
What’s more, reducing our complete and utter overfill of inflammatory-inducing
foods will certainly induce improvements to our health (read: red meat and dairy,
essentially).
But not everyone should eat the same way. Some benefit from carbohydrates, others
simply cannot thrive on raw foods alone. Keto can have huge positive reversals on a
number of dire health complaints, but should it be a diet for life? The jury’s out.
If we were actually savvy we’d be looking to ancient wisdom about how to deal with
food… Rather than what to eat.
Who blesses their food before they eat anymore? Or do we mindlessly munch
through a pre-packaged sandwich while reading over lunch?
Who spends time chopping, handling and cooking fresh food daily so that it retains
its fullest life force to pass on to us (you know, the ‘force’ that drives all living things
– oxygen, water, energy, consciousness…a little bit of the je ne sais quoi?!?)? Or are
we eating ready meals, factory line produced and frozen at some point moons and
moons ago…? Handled by machinery and life force long since evaporated away…
They’re challenging questions to really face.
But maybe we’re at a point where we’ve got to start broaching the tougher questions
about our lives… (Against the startling reality of jaw-dropping levels of disease and a
mind-blowing backdrop of largesse and malnutrition. This is not our intended
birthright, by the way…but a consequence of how we’re living our lives.)

Healing nutrition and other

And for the record I don’t manage to cook everyday. But most days I do. I buy little
and often, locally, preparing regularly from scratch. It’s a choice I make, but I’m
certainly not perfect about this in every sense.
(Lots of spices and fresh herbs too. Yum yum yum.)
Maybe we want to start asking ourselves what we’re here to do?! Is it to be spending
our lives commuting hours every day back and forth, back and forth to earn our
reddies? Is that truly our purpose…? (Or is it simply how our current society has
evolved…and we’ve bought into it?)
Or is it to heal our minds, and our bodies and to support those of our families around
us to do the same? (Granted, we need money for purchases in our current system.
But we need only to consecrate time to toil the earth, to nurture it, to grow produce,
delight in their harvest and to prepare them to savour them.) Yes, healing with the
food choices we make, but healing even more deeply with the decision that we’re
making…
Mass change around how we operate on an individual basis is how we’re going to see
changes in the world around us. It’s the only way. The collective only changes when
the individuals within that collective change.
How we’re living isn’t sustainable – we get that now. Now, we’re going to have to
make some changes. You may just have to be a forerunner in that change.
So why nutrition? Because dropping into a greater conversation with ourselves about
what we need for nourishment, is part of how we will generate a robust health and a
lasting vital vigour.

Why The Breath?!
And well, why not!? It seems like a good starting point for living…
But what about deep breathing? What about breathing deeply?
It seems like we all know that the breath is essential for life, but how many of us are
connected to our breath as if our life depended on it…? Or as if the quality of our life
depended on it.
Now, of course breathing’s automatic… Of course it is, but the remarkable thing is
that we have the ability to override our breath consciously. As in, go on – take a deep
breath in!
Where are you breathing?
And where you do ‘fill your lungs’? (It’s not a facetious question either…) Are you
expanding your chest when you breathe in or does your belly expand? When you
breathe in, that is…
If, when we stop to register, we find that we’re usually breathing into our upper
chest, this means that at some point along the way we’ve overridden our natural
impulse to breathe into our abdomen. And we’ve done this as a response to stress.
If we’re upper chest breathing habitually, it means that we’re stuck in a stress
response, generally speaking as a function of dealing with the stress-based set-up of
our modern lives… and it’s only exacerbating the symptoms that we’re collectively
experiencing –
High blood pressure, anxiety, digestive problems, depression, poor sleep.
A number of insidious, potentially low-grade, although potentially life-altering
symptoms – all related, and all incredibly linked to the breath. Who was checking
how you were breathing before putting you on anti-depressants? Or blood pressure
tablets, or sleeping pills…?
Upper chest breathing has a different physiological mapping than abdominal
breathing (‘diaphragmatic breathing’ or the ‘belly breath’, as I like to call it. We’re not
really breathing into the belly in abdominal breathing…but as we appropriately and
fully engage the respiratory diaphragm to deepen our breath, our abdominal
contents have to move out of the way to facilitate the expanded lungs! And so they
get pushed ‘down and out’).
Upper chest breathing results in a shorter, more shallow breath – one in which
increases the composition of carbon dioxide in the blood which has the effect of
putting you in your fight or flight mode. And you may well feel in fight mode the
moment that you hit the commuter traffic and battle through your day…
But this isn’t helping your all-round health…

Diaphragmatic breathing induces a deeper, more full breath. Its effect is to put us
into a calmer state where digestion can appropriately take place, where our body is in
its restful state.
We are, of course, supposed to access both types of breathing – we should be
switching between them naturally; one for exertion of high demand activity and the
other for our reposeful, replenishing time. Not stuck in one mode, regardless.

Being in balance
We are supposed to have balance in our lives, in our breath and consequently in our
health…
But when we’re in a chronically tense state – when the lower half of our body: our
pelvic region, our abdominals and our diaphragm – are lacking the freedom that they
require, the breath will be affected. The breath and its knock-on effects…
And there are more knock-on effects when we’re not breathing wholly – various
musculoskeletal issues (think ‘tight shoulders’ and a perennially sore neck, issues in
the hips and even as remote as shin splints!), brain fog, a decreased tolerance to pain.
But when we’re constantly on the go, bombarded with stimulus from all directions at
all hours of the day and lacking in contact with the ground and the earth, and
separated from nature’s inherent calming nature – it’s hardly a surprise that the
breath has gone out of the window…
When we’re spending our lives in the stressed-out upper chest breathing that we’re
puffing out as a massive reaction to the stress-based set-up of our lives. It’s hardly a
surprise that the breath has gone out of the window…
Re-instate belly breathing into your life and all sorts of positive shifts can start to
take place. Learn to further control and have the ability to reduce your heart rate and
boost your immune not just in your fingertips, but rather in your very next breath.
And so why breathing? Well, because the breath is where the magic happens…

Why Yoga?
Because yoga is about finding stillness.
It isn’t, actually, about acrobatics on the mat. And not even downward dogs or
vinyasa flows.
But the practice on the mat is good - no excellent! - preparatory work. It facilitates us
arriving at the stillness…
The physical work helps us to shift the tensions that we hold onto in our body, and
that in turn helps us to create a space where our mind is more settled. Calmer. So
that within that quiet space, our own answers can arise. And be clearer, more lucid,
more pronounced; more certain.
Being on the mat helps us find connection – to ourselves (by means of the postures
and our physical body), to the breath and our essential life force, and to the stillness
– the being with ourselves devoid of distractions…
The stillness
The stillness itself is where we’re not carried away with the constant mental chatter
(on repeat in our record player minds) and we’re not believing the greater half of
what it’s saying anyway!
(Most of that chatter is the work of the ego…holding you at its mercy, keeping your
real, loving light from shining brightly.)
The deep stillness allows this chatter to abate, and in its place better answers for us
come to the surface – gems of knowing that have the space to arise, and for us to
‘hear them’...
Yoga offers us a multitude of secondary benefits of course – the lower blood
pressure, the better sleep, better regulation of pain, a happier digestive system, a
greater capacity to control our anxious tendencies, a lifting depression…
And these are all reasons to go to a class, and to move the body. To move the body in
order to find stillness.
Getting stronger and being more flexible are relatively incidental. Positive indeed,
don’t get me wrong! But they’re not the goal, and they are a means…

The secret ingredient
‘Yoga’ – seeking the stillness – is the secret ingredient in our lives which brings about
health. But not the fancy pants, posing for insta-yoga. It’s the quiet, available-toanyone-and-everyone yoga which is available in any moment, and not just on the

mat, that is a very private journey to feeling better, to feeling more vibrant and to
feeling more flow in our lives.

Why The Quiet?
When we’re constantly distracted – even by ‘good things’: sport, reading,
listening…let alone the other things: social and its socially-expected appendages (ie
booze!), soaps & boxsets, gaming and generally numbing out with non-stop scrolling
and online shopping - we miss the opportunity to be in alignment with our greater
selves.
We miss the opportunity for the things to come up which we really need to address.
The tough stuff, essentially.
Which doesn’t sound very appealing, does it? (It’s probably why Netflix is so
popular…it’s fuelling our desire for a ‘get out of class’ pass…!)
But when we’re distracted we don’t have to ponder on our behaviour. We don’t have
to dig deep enough to ask what’s driving us (and our more compulsive behaviours),
we don’t have to unearth the pain and the older hurts (which are still driving our
actions today, subconsciously, yet unceasingly…putting us on the merry-go-round of
repeating the same patterns over and again).
We need the quiet to allow the tough stuff to surface, in order for us to hear it, and in
order for us to deal with it.*

Stopping, come what may
And if we don’t stop to tackle the big stuff – our deep pains & our sources of suffering
– life will find its way of stopping us for us. For us… Illness, accidents, injuries –
they’re all ways in which life is begging us to stop and take heed.
Curious as it may sound, but these things arise in order to highlight what’s out of
kilter for us. The body is trying to communicate with us…albeit often in what appear
quite crude, blatant ways: pain, dis-ease, possibly more pain…
The body doesn’t want to ‘make us ill’ only for us to stuff a load of drugs into it. It
wants us to deal with the underlying stuff which is keeping us from being in
balance… The body, just like every other single entity in nature, wants to be in
balance. When it’s not, it will show us how it’s sick. (And in fact it doesn’t ‘make us
ill’, it simply shows us what’s not right…) But we have to do the work to bring it back
there…into balance.

Taking out insurance
And so the quiet is a double insurance policy. It ensures that your all-round health is
good by dealing with the things that come up – for wellbeing in mental, spiritual and
whole-person health – and in lots of ways this consequently ensures that modern
life’s big challenges may well pass you by…

The quiet, and the subsequent probing and questioning ourselves; taking an honest
inventory of our state of play and the behaviours we display in our interactions…
Changing what doesn’t feel good to us, perhaps making some amends, and
endeavouring to find a framework of ‘being’ that feels better, feels more heart-driven,
less agenda-oriented, less egoic…
And in the quiet space, not only do the issues rise up for us to identify them, but
when we give ourselves the opportunity, the solutions to the very same issues will
also surface – guiding us via our own inner knowing, to a better, more peaceful place.
All of this is the work that we all have to do to reach towards whole health. Robust,
wholesome, hearty health. Available to all, readily, we just have to get quiet enough
to hear it...

* It’s what we’re here to do…

Why Seek Others?
Some say that life can only unfold through our connections with others.
Our heart suffers when we’re living in isolation. And we’re currently living in a
society that has exalted separateness. This has killed our community and has left us,
collectively, with the pain of this separateness manifest in our hearts.
Separateness encourages a spirit of competition between us, gone is the
‘neighbourlyness’, the hearty togetherness of local living. ‘We want our privacy, we
say’; society has encouraged this – putting up cameras and half-hinching our ‘data’,
making us feel that we have things to keep to ourselves. Well, yes, Orwell's Big
Brother is an abhorrent concept (which we’re currently experiencing), but really what
have we got to hide from those who want to look out for us?
Are we scared someone might…get to know us?! Might uncover our deepest darkest,
most brilliant selves...!?!

Thriving in loving connection
We thrive when surrounded, supported and connected to others in warm, loving
relations.
The linings of every single one of our blood vessels releases a little puff of nitric oxide
when we have contact with others. This is the magic that causes our vessels to
relax...to ease the passage of blood flow around our body and to enable us to exhale
into that, 'ah, lovely...' relaxed mode - literally, hearty fuel to keep our vascular
system healthy and happy!
And who doesn’t love those random acts of kindness (literally between kin) that
make the world go round?! When a neighbour brings food round when we’re
poorly…? Or offers to look after the cat while we’re away? Or keeps a friendly,
neighbourly watch over things to keep us feeling safe and sound...?
Or being the deliverer and watching the joy light up others...
All of this is gold. Competition doesn’t have a role here. Compassion, connection and
completeness are the route to wholesome health.

Vital organs
We’re supposed to be living and working and supporting each other in close-knit
communities. Like the individual cells of a vital organ, things only work better
together.

And yet we live our lives as islands. The ‘individual’ identity of the ego puts us in
separation, which leads to ownership, to the ugliness of ‘I’m better than you
because…’,
Yes, sometimes we have to ‘be brave’ and leave the fold. To venture to pastures new
and to explore beyond ourselves. And it’s from here that we grow… But it was never
supposed to be a forever arrangement. We’re supposed to fly back once we’ve spread
our wings; with experience, knowledge, wisdom...
Or, if leaving was destined to be a forever setup, we’re supposed to nurture a new
community to grow and thrive around us, in our new territory.
Not ‘me, me, me’. Not, ‘I’m the king of the castle’… That’s ego through and through,
and the ego gets a good old kick from feeling that it’s better than someone else, that
it’s more powerful…
There’s something quite humbling about living deeply in a community. You have to
work together, you have to forge a path for the collective, you have to quieten your
own ego of ‘I’ and rise up for the greater good of the whole… You have to let go of
your airs and graces. Air and graces don’t work in a functioning community; they
cause friction.
That’s not to say that you don’t have to iron out issues. We always have to iron out
issues…it also helps us to grow into our fullest, loving self and anyway, what’s the
expression? 'We don’t have to be disagreeable to settle a disagreement.'
That takes work, it takes knowing thyself and having worked through your own egobased concepts of ‘what is’ (and seeing that our individual sense of what is, rarely
ever is…!), to understand that our real role is to be in the heart of the community.
Because the community is the heart...
And we need it – to support us and to nurture us, to let us go so we can come back
but also bring out our better nature…

Finding quiet in community
Now you may think this contradicts my previous post about the importance of quiet.
Yet you can be surrounded by the heart-warming, nourishing love of a community,
and still carve out space for quietness.
As with everything – we need balance, right?

